POSITION: Senior CG Artist - Facial Modeling
LOCATION: US West Coast / NZ
CONTRACT: FT Staff / Permanent
CONTACT: maryanna[@]rachellelewis.com
RLT is seeking a Senior CG Artist (Facial Modeling) for a boutique Technology company based in New
Zealand with offices across Western North America. This client is a high-end technical facility specializing in
autonomous animation and leading the technology of AGI digital doubles. If you’re ready to work on very cool
bleeding edge technology, with a group of cool artists and brain builders, we’d love to hear from you!
JOB SUMMARY:
This role is for a Senior Computer Graphics Artist with experience working on high quality expressive digital
faces. Our client is looking for either experienced generalists or specialists with exceptional skills in realistic CG
facial modelling and have an excellent understanding of facial anatomy and animation for human characters.
Qualified candidates' primary responsibility will be to sculpt high quality anatomically accurate 3D faces for truly
groundbreaking technology and must have proven experience in production environments, demonstrating an
ability to create complex and accurate faces from reference and scan data. Candidates will play a central role in
expanding and controlling database geometries ensuring high quality standards are met and database expansion
is ongoing. Candidates will be working closely with fellow Senior artists and must demonstrate ability to
cooperate well within a team environment and bring a passionate and constructive attitude to the team.
RESPONSIBILITIES:
● Modelling of Digital Faces to extremely high quality and standard using all reference and scan data
available to maximum effect
● Modelling of Expression sets for Digital Faces to extremely high quality and standard using all reference
and scan data available and ensuring consistency and animation compatibility of results
● Ensuring all geometries going into database meets a high standard of completion
● Assist with development, maintenance, and supervision of Asset Database
ESSENTIAL SKILLS:
● A reel demonstrating realistic facial modeling skills with combination of neutral and expressive examples
that show consistency and blendability
● An extensive reel demonstrating a wide range of some combination of: organic and hard surface
modelling with clean and efficient topology, UV & texture skills, Character rigging and animation
● Working with Scan data to ensure accurate and realistic modeling is achieved

●
●
●
●
●
●

5+ years with Maya
Ability to work under pressure and to tight deadlines, taking direction and addressing written and verbal
notes with quick turnarounds
Experience with various CG tools such as Zbrush and Mudbox.
Thorough research skills, so that what is built is accurate to the real world.
Flexibility to perform in a dynamic work environment, able to compromise and take critique well
The ability to model as part of a team, to share assets, work to a high standard and quality check your
own and other's work

DESIRED SKILLS
● Facial Action Coding System (FACS) familiarity
● Python / Mel Scripting
● Rendering and Shader experience
If you're interested in talking about this excellent opportunity, please send your resume to
[@]rachellelewis.com.
If you fit the criteria, the next step would be setting up a phone or zoom where we can give you the
full download after signing an NDA (requested by the client).
Thank you - http://rachellelewis.com/
Contact: maryanna[@]rachellelewis.com with resume if interested.
RLT is an employer-paid acquisition company ; there is never a fee to candidates

